HOW DID HOCKEY GET STARTED?
Overview

ELA Learning Objective: I can understand the key details
and supporting images in a text. (~45 minutes)

Hockey was created a long time
ago on frozen ponds with casual
stick and ball games played on
skates. This lesson looks at the
beginnings of modern hockey.
Students will learn about the
emergence of the game and focus
on key details in a text.

Materials
• Images: Historical Hockey
Game, Modern Hockey Game
• Reading: How Hockey Began
• Washington Capitals Handout:
Think Like a Reporter
• Writing utensils

Essential Question
How were things different when
hockey first started?

Standards
CCSS RI.2.1 Ask and answer such
questions as who, what, where, when,
why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.
CCSS RI.2.7 Explain how specific
images (e.g., a diagram showing how a
machine works) contribute to and
clarify a text.

Warm Up
1. Show students the images above, either by projecting them or by
copying them and distributing copies among the class.
2. Ask students to find at least three differences between the images.
(Notable differences are equipment-related: face shields, helmets,
goalie pads, goalie gloves and pads; students may also note color or
resolution and uniforms.)
3. Talk about how changes happen throughout history, as things are
improved upon and new technology becomes available. Changes
have happened in hockey, too.
4. Today, you will be learning about the early part of hockey history,
how it started and what it looked like in the beginning.
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Activity
1. Read the short article How Hockey Began aloud. Project the text
or distribute copies of it and encourage students to stop you to
identify key details, by raising their hands, or circle key details as
they follow along on their own copies.
2. Ask and answer questions and read the article more than once, if
necessary.

Differentiation
Support
• Provide text that has the key

details underlined
• Read the story more than once

and include a think aloud
round, where you tell students
how you are identifying key
details
Challenge

3. As a class, identify 3 or 4 key details from the text (e.g., hockey
style games started on frozen ponds, early pucks were square, people
play to have fun, the trophy is called The Stanley Cup.)
4. Distribute the handout Think Like a Reporter to individuals or
groups, depending on your class needs. Have students fill in key
details for each of the categories.

Assessment
1. Collect and/or check the handout Think Like a Reporter.

• Have students develop a list of

2 to 4 questions about hockey’s
history that are not answered in
the text
Extensions
• Let students pick one aspect of

hockey and find images that
show that aspect through time
(equipment, uniforms, arenas,
etc.)
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HOW HOCKEY BEGAN
People love to play games. A long time ago, whenever ponds
froze, people used sticks and a ball to play games on the ice. The
games were similar to hockey.
Skates were always needed, but early hockey players had
different equipment than we use today. The first pucks were
wooden and sometimes square. Players did not wear helmets!
Hockey became organized when people made rinks,
scheduled games, and created rules. The first recorded hockey
games were played in Canada around 1850.
Hockey became so popular in
Canada that the Governor General
donated a trophy for the
championship. The trophy is The
Stanley Cup. It is the oldest prize in
North American sports.
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NAME _____________________________

THINK LIKE A REPORTER
For each of the questions — who, what, when, where, and why — list one key detail from the
text that helps explain the history of hockey.

WHO

WHAT

WHEN

WHERE

WHY
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